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Dated January 01, 2014

Snapshot of major activities/recommendations
Past activities
1. Released compiled list of various schemes of Govt of India for SME/innovators/entrepreneurs.
2. Organized an IPR awareness seminar for artists, and students in Mumbai on World IP Day 2012.
3. Submitted the opinions/comments received from the member patent agents on the Patents Rules
(amendment) 2013 (uploaded on website) to DIPP.
4. Direct helpline (mobile) number to provide real time assistance to innovators, PA aspirants, and
entrepreneurs.
5. Submitted our views on India Patenting System to Times of India (April 08, 2013 Delhi City).
6. Discussed India Patent Strategy at HKTDC conference in Hong Kong in December 2013.
7. Supported various big IP events in India and worldwide such MIP India Innovation Forum Delhi, IP
Summit Paris, GIPC Hyderabad.
Current activities
8. Working on to appeal the recent judgements of MHC on sec-126 of the Patents Act, 1970,
opinions/comments received from the patent agents uploaded on the website.
9. Working on an IP news portal IP Cocktail (www.ipcocktail.com) for sharing patents and other
intellectual property news, patent agents, books, people, and innovations.
10. Developing a women section on our website to highlight the profiles of women in IP profession.
11. Working on to provide free IP consultancy to researchers, startups, and innovators at NSIT Delhi,
GGS IP University Delhi, TiE Delhi, IIIT Hyderabad, Pune University, Tlabs Delhi, 91springboard
Delhi etc for promoting/ motivating Indian inventors/companies to utilize patents for industrial
development of India.
Future course of actions
12. First draft of Code of Conduct to be released for suggestions/comments from members.
13. Logo of Patent Agents (on the line of logo of Chartered Accountant) to be released for
comments/suggestions from members.
14. Bill on enactment of “Patent Agents Act” to strengthen the professional of patent agents in country,
only persons with proven expertise are allowed to carry the professional title of patent agents.
15. Bill on establishment of “Patent Courts Act” for a national special court, which alone will be
responsible for resolving disputes regarding patent law infringements and legalities.
16. Seeking funds and technical support from Patent Office to organize a workshop cum seminar on IPR
for journalist titled “Intellectual Property is Big News: Seminar for Senior Editors” on the line of the
seminar by WIPO and IPOS.
17. Seeking partnership with India Patent Office, European Patent, USPTO, and JPO for free training of
registered patent agents for improving quality of service and minimizing the objections and thus
minimizing prosecution time.
18. Seeking co-operation with academic institutions (e.g, NLU Delhi, IIT Delhi) to work upon a model to
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offer training and support to technology startups, innovators, and researchers.
19. Seeking financial support and technical assistance to develop a free online IP exchange platform for
facilitating trading (commercialization/technology transfer) of patents and other ipr.
20. To work upon a research study to strengthen IP financing system in India.
21. To petition to create expedite patenting process for inventors who are senior citizens/ students/ poor
without any extra charge or at reduced fees.
22. To petition to create expedite patenting process for all type of inventions.
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